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Press [Format]/ Many displays have multiple formats/ In LiveH you can choose Live Channel or 
Live Table/ Ensure that the Live Channel Saka summary or tombstonex format is active/

Press [Sub] twice in rapid succession/ Pressing a record target Sanything we can record tox button twice in this 
manner brings up a list of that record target type - in this caseH submasters - in a new tab/

Pressing [Live] puts you back in Live mode/You now have a list of all GroupsH again in a new tab/

Open Base Showfile

Escape Page ▲ Select

◄ Page Page ▼ Page ►

Group Group

Page ▲
In channel displaysH using [Page Up] and 
[Page Down] will move onto the next page/

Lock
Scroll

Page ▲ Page ▼
Toggling [Scroll Lock] on will cause the same paging keys to now only move by one row/ 

Format

Tab Press [Tab]/ The Playback Status tab is now active Sit has a gold borderx/ There are " different formats on this display/
Note that throughout this tutorial series, the Eos Ti's button style will be shown - this may differ on your console.

Pressing [Live] puts you back in Live mode/

The Patch display is opened in a new tab/ Note that the 
tab numbers increase whenever you open a new one/

Tab & 1
Holding [Tab] and typing a num-
ber will take you directly to that 
tab - in this caseH Live/

1

The submaster list is now active again/ Note that as this tab 
was already open Sbut not activexH a new tab was not cre-
ated - the focus was merely changed to the submaster list/

Palette
Focus

Palette
Focus You now have a list 

of all Focus Palettes/ Palette
Color

Palette
Color You now have a list of all Color Palettes/ Note that some tabs recycle the same 

tab as an existing display/ This is also true of LiveABlind/

Escape

The Color Palette list tab is now closed/ You can close any tab by focussing on it Susing any of the methods abovex and pressing 
[Escape]/ Note that LiveABlind and Playback Status cannot be closed/

Tab

&Shift

Holding [Shift] and pressing [Tab] will close all 
open tabs except LiveABlind and Playback Status/

Help Cue
Go To Holding [Help] and selecting another key will put a short description of the key onscreen in the CIA/&

Tab & 1
Holding [Tab] and navi-
gation arrows will move 
tabs between displays/

Page ▼

Page ► ◄ Page

1. Live Channel

Format &
Holding [Format] and using the 
wheel will zoom your active 
display/

Displays

Displays

Browser
S 5

Displays

Patch
S 3

Displays

Sub Sub

Sub Sub

Primary

Power-on

Save

Navigation

Live

Live

LiveLive

Format

Tab

/
/

Press the power button on the front panel - the console will begin its boot sequence/ Depending on how the console 
has been configuredH you may have to press or click the gPrimaryg button to begin/ This area above the main keypad 
Sor on an external monitor on Ionx is referred to as the Central Information AreaH or CIA/

Activate the BrowserH which allows you to gget tog many  
areas of the desk that donBt have dedicated buttons/  Use 
the arrow keys and [Select] to navigate/

Use the star icon to identify the Browser 
as your gFavouriteg - the default display 
in the CIA/

Power-on and Navigation 1

1

Use the level wheel andAor the [Page Up] A [PageDown] keys to navigate to File 
Use the [Page Right] key to open submenus to get to 
Save As | Show File Archive/ Use [Select] to save the current showH calling it 
gTutorial Backupg/ This show is now saved on the internal hard drive/ 
Re-select the Browser/ Use the [Page Left] key to navigate back to File | New/ 
Use the {OK} button to start a new show/ 

Activate the Browser again and navigate to File | Open | }your USB memory stick(H and open the 
Eos Family TBT d. Power-on and Navigation1esf SEos-Family Show Filex for this tutorial/ This will 
be indicated in future tutorials with the icon to the right showing the file to load before starting/

You are now in Live mode - this is the normal mode for controlling lights/ Note the Live Tab is now 
active on an external monitor - you can see the gold tab title and border/ Tabs in the Eos Family work 
much like those on a web browser or mobile phone - the active tab receives any commands you type/

TBT
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Patching Conventionals 3
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Patching is the process of assigning which channel7fader controls which dimmer or dimmersR 
Although you can work with a °-to-° patch "where the channel and dimmer number are the 
samevS it is often useful to group certain channels together in an easier-to-remember fashionR 
You might group toplightsS crosslightS LX° warmsS LXN backsS etceteraR

In the Patch displayS you can choose between two different formats: by-channel or by-address "dimmervR This allows 
you to quickly find the information you want as well as allowing you to patch Lwhichever directionL your information is 
organisedR 

A channel can contain multiple dimmers - each of these will be allocated to a new LpartL in PatchR A given dimmerS 
howeverS can only be assigned to one control channelR All dimmers in a channel will be driven to the same level in LiveR

TakeS as an exampleS this small lighting plotR It contains jx Source Four PARs as toplight and Nx Source Four
70° profiles with a breakup patternR

You can see that although the dimmers are assigned seemingly randomly "due to which plug socket was closestvS
control channels °-j are the downlights and °°-°N are the breakup patternR

Unpatched channels "channels without a dimmer assignedv can still be set and recorded in LiveR Deleted channelsS 
on the other handS cannotR Some users might prefer to delete all channels firstS then only patch those that exist in 
the rigR

Note: The above assumes that the installation is dimmer-per-circuitR This simply means that there is no hard-patch 
bayS but that there is a physical dimmer for each and every individual circuitR With a patch bayS the console patching 
operation is identical - you will just have to also create a circuit-to-dimmer schedule for your hard patchR

Don't forget

to load this

show file first!

TBT
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Use the {Patch} softkey after hitting [Displays]3 This will take you to a mode where you define your softpatch: 

what dimmers are controlled by each channel3  If availableq you can also double-hit the [Address] key3

Press the [Format] button3 Most displays have multiple formats - different ways to see the data3 In Patchq you 

can toggle whether your list is sorted by Address Xdimmer1 or Channel3 Leave the display sorted by channel3

2 At 1 4 Enter
Channel x is patched to DMX address 963 It is automatically given a type of (dimmer(3 

1 At 2 1 Enter

As aboveq channels are patchedq but the [Offset]

of x selects every other channel in the range3 

This is a quick method to patch multiple channels3

4 At 2 0 Enter

Channel 6 is patched 

to address x83 

Thru

Channels xx-x6 are patched to N contiguous dimmers:

9Yq 9Oq and 9B3

2

The display changes to show Address in the first columnq channel in the second3 More importantlyq the patching syntax

changes so that the first number you enter is the addressq and that is applied to the channel that you now type3

1 At 1 1 Enter
Address 9 is patched to channel 99 - this is the opposite logic to above3

2 At 1 1 Enter

Address x is also patched to channel 993 Two parts now appear in channel 99 -

one to hold each address Xdimmer13

The display and patch syntax reverts to channel firstq then address3

1 1 At 3 Enter

Address N is also patched to channel 993 Three parts now appear in channel 99 -

one to hold each address Xdimmer13 Note that existing addresses are not removed3

Delete 1 1 Part 3 Enter

Address N is removed from channel 99q and again there are only

two parts3 Note that deletion normally requires a confirmation3

Delete 1 1 Part 2 Enter
Address x is removed from channel 993 There is again only one part3

1 1 1 6 Enter

Channel 99 is now patched to address 9G instead of N3 In this syntaxq 

{Replace} takes the place of [At]3

7 1 At 3 / 2 0 4 Enter

Channel Y9 is patched to address x86 on DMX7sACN 

universe N Xan external Gateway would be required13

7 2 1 2 3 2At Enter
Channel Yx is patched to address 9xNx Xaddress x8O on universe N13

Pressing [Data] once shows addresses in

long address format Xsee blue text at

the top left of the tab1

7 1 At Enter Enter

The command [At][Enter] signifies (remove data(3 As suchq chan-

nels Y9 and Yx are now unpatchedq but the type is not changed3

Delete 7 Enter Enter

Enter

Enter

Data

Format Format

Format

Format

5

6 At 2 6 Enter

Channel G is patched 

to address xG3 

2 2 Thru 2 4 At 1 7 Enter

Confirm

Lock
Scroll

Page ▲ Page ▼
Use [PgUp] and [PgDown] to

see Channels Y9 and Yx together3

You may need to toggle [Scroll Lock] - this toggles whether the 

arrow keys move by row or page3

Thru 7 2

Thru 1 0

Displays Patch
S 3

Offset
S 5

Replace
S 4

Patching Conventionals

SK
More

Use the {Swap} softkey to quickly change the patch information between two channelsq using the 

syntax: [X]{Swap}[Y][Enter]3 Also use the {Unpatch} softkey to see how it differs from [At][Enter]3

Press again to show addresses

by universe XPort7Offset1

Data Press again to show addres-

ses in the format in which 

they were typed3

Data

Channels Y through 98 are deleted3 Note that thisq unlike simply unpatch-

ingq will remove any and all show data for this channel and also make it 

unavailable for selection in Live7Blind3

       =  Your turn!

These exercises help

ensure that you 

understand the

concepts - this isn't

just data entry!



Manual Control and Recording 4

Command Structure
Eos family consoles are command-line driven desksN As a general rulez the command structure is:

What Channels What Parameters Do What To/From Where Enter

In many casesz not all of the command components are requiredN For example:

1 Thru 5 At 50 Enter

11 Thru 14 Record Sub 33 Enter

Record Cue 7 Enter

Group 4 Level

22 Thru 25 Color Recall From 21 Enter

You will find that most if not all commands are variations on this structureN

Selective vsN Full Recording
Two primary methods of recording are supported - Selective and FullN

Selective recording simply means that a channel selection is provided before the [Record] commandN This is often
used when recording submastersz palettesz or other non-cue informationN With this methodz only selected channels 
are placed into the target (Cuez Groupz Subz Palettez etceteraGN Existing information for those channels will be over-
writtenzbut other channels that already have data will not be affectedN

Full recording means that no channel selection is provided before the [Record] commandN A simple ruleset exists for 
which channels will then be included in the target:
  - Channels above zero
  - Channels that have moved to zero
  - Channels tracking at zero
  - Channels with manual information 

As a general rulez this means that you record what you see - this is very commonly used when recording cuesN With a 
terminated command line (look for the    symbolGz [Record] will clear your existing channel selectionN

Auto Playback on Record
Eos-family consoles default to YAuto Playback on RecordYN This simply means that when you record a cuez that cue is 
now active in your playback - there is no need to YreleaseY manual control channelsN

Note that this behaviour happens only with a Full record - you will still have manual levels onstage when using
selective recordingN

Flash(Existing Selection)

TBT
4



Manual Control

8 and I go to IkE-

8 and I "your last selectionG still on the command linew goes to IIE

8 and I go to :IEG then DIE "the level to 

increment can be modified in the Setup menuw-

: goes to Full- Note that Enter is not requiredG as [At][At] acts as a termination- 

This brings you to a definable plevelpG which can be changed in the Setup menu-

D through B go to DkE-

'' through '8 and ': go to DE-

B goes to kE-

Go to Live mode to control lights-
Live

Channel ' goes to Full "note that [Full] is not 

self-terminatingw-1 At Full Enter

2 + 3 At 3 Enter

At 3 3 Enter

+

4 At At

5 Thru 6 At 5 Enter

1 1 Thru 1 4 - 1 3 At 0 5 Enter

6 Out

+ 8 + 8

Level

&Shift +&Shift

Recording

Cue ' is recorded with a time of D seconds- This is a pfull recordp - any terminated channel 

selection is automatically cleared with [Record]- Cue ' is now active in the master playback-

' through 8 are recorded as Group '- This is a pselective recordpG as

we provided a channel list before the [Record] command-

Cue 8Ts time is changed from I "the previous commandw  to have a : second upfade 

and an H second downfade- [Time] [4] [/] [8] [Enter] will also work-

Cue 'Ts time is changed from D "the defaultw to I seconds- Note that [Cue][1] is optionalG 

as ' is the current cue and therefore assumed-

D through B go to 'kE-

Cue 8 is recorded with a time of I seconds- It is now the active cue in the playback-

8 and I go to FullG the level of channel '- Note that you could also recall from 

another cue as wellW [Recall From] [Cue] [x]- Double-hitting [Recall From] will 

post [Recall From] [Cue] to the command line as well-

1 Thru 2 Record Group 1

Record Cue 1 Enter

Cue 1 Time 3 Enter

5 Thru 6 At 1 Enter

2 + 3

Record 2 Time 3 Enter

Time 4 Time 8 Enter

Record Sub 2 Enter
Submaster 8 is recorded- This must now be loaded 

to a fader - load this to fader 8- "See figure to the rightw

Bring Sub 8 to fullG then back to k- As submasters are HTP with 

cuesG you will not see any changes onstage - Sub 8 is not taking 

levels any higher than those provided by Cue 8-

Enter

From
Recall

1 Enter

"8w

Bump

Select

Load

Fader

Wing

}

Clear the command line and practice loading Submaster 8 to different faders- [Shift]&[Load] will unload- Also

record a few more subsG noting the difference between full- and selective-recording-

The main playback is reset to the beginningG and 

intensites are faded out-Cue
Go To

0 Enter

Again bring Sub 8 up and down - this time you should see

changesG as there are no cues active-

"8w



Playback and Editing 5

Go To Cue

You can have up to 999 cue lists containing up to 9999 cuesN These cues can be numbered between 'N'/ and 

999N99N Each time the [Go] button is pressedJ the next cue in the BstackB is executedN Broadly speakingJ in most 

theatre applications only one cue list is used for the main programming of the showN

It is useful to know about the concept of Cue ' )zeroAN Cue ' is the beginning of the cue listN The command 

[Go To Cue] [0] [Enter] will return you to this pointJ making the first cue in the stack the pending cueN Assuming 

there are no submasters or Park levels outputtingJ you will also have a blackout - Cue ' contains no levelsN Just as you 

can go to Cue ' with the above commandJ you can just as easily jump to any other cue in the list - forexampleJ [Go 

To Cue] [3] [Enter]N Note that the time to fade to this cue is dictated by the BGo To Cue TimeB in the Setup menuJ 

not the time of the cueN If you do want to use the cuezs stored timingJ you can append the [Time] command - [Go 

To Cue] [2] [Time] [Enter]N If you want to temporarily over-ride the Go To Cue timeJ you can append a time into the 

command - [Go To Cue] [2] [Time] [1] [Enter]N

StopSBack

You will notice that there is only one button for both Stop and BackN If there is an active fadeStransition happening

onstageJ the first press of this button will Stop )pauseA the fadeJ and the second will go back to the previous cueN

If there is no active fadeJ the first press will go back to the previous cueN

Editing

One of the more common activities in lighting programming is making edits to existing cuesN

It is important to know that changes that you make in Live mode will result in manual levelsN If you want to keep 

these changesJ you must remember to use the Update feature - this will automatically apply the changes to the active 

cue and also include any trackingN You can use the [Update] [Cue Only] [Enter] command to ensure that no 

changes track forwardJ if this is desiredN Tracking is discussed in much greater detail in Tutorial /LN

Changes made in Blind will be applied immediatelyN There is no need to update - once a change is madeJ it is doneJ

including any trackingN If you do not want to track changes forwardJ or if you are not sureJ you can again use the

[Cue Only] keyN For example - [1] [At] [2] [5] [Cue Only] [Enter]N

Blind Spreadsheet Format

In Blind modeJ there is a third format called BSpreadsheetBN This format allows you to see the levels and tracking across

multiple cuesN This is often a useful tool to determine when a channel comes in or changesN

GoJ StopSBackJ and Go To Cue in Blind

It is important to remember that there are a few commands that will still happen BLiveB even if you are in Blind modeN

  - Go

  - Stop/Back

  - Go To Cue

A common mistake is to use [Go To Cue] in Blind in an effort to see that cueN InsteadJ the command [Cue] [x] [Enter] 

or [Next] S [Last] should be usedN

TBT
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Playback

The main playback is reset to the beginning* intensites are faded out?

Cue % is faded in over G seconds?

Cue " is faded in with channels moving up over A second and down over 8 seconds

Cue % is faded in over % second* the default Back Time in Setup

Cue 5 Nthe beginning of the stack- is faded in over % second* the default Back Time in Setup

Cue % begins to fade in* then pauses

Cue % continues to fade in* and Cue " fades on top of it?

Bring submaster "'s fader up and down? Notice the levels fading in and out in  yellow ?

  

Red levels   indicate manual instructions - Live commands not yet recorded

Blue levels  indicate that levels are higher than the previous cue 

Green levels  indicate that levels are lower than the previous cue 

Magenta levels  indicate that levels are the same as the previous cue Ntracking levels- 

White levels  indicate that levels are the same as the previous cue Nblocked levels- 

Cue
Go To

0 Enter
Yellow
 

Blue    
 

Green 
 

Magenta

 
 

Red

submarine
 

like the sky     
 

like the grass  
 

Purple Rain

is a track

by Prince L
 

Have you read 

the manual?
GO

GO

BACK
STOP-

BACK
STOP-

GO BACK
STOP-

GO GO

N"-

Live Editing

" and G go to /G(? [At][Enter] means Bremove informationB* which will cause these

channels to track Ninherit levels- from the previous cue?

Channels %* " and G are updated into cue "?

Go to Live?
Live

Channel % goes to %5(?1 At 1 Enter

Go back to Live and make some more edits to cues* practicing using different command-line structures and

shortcuts? Remember to update these changes?

Also make some changes in Blind* remembering to use [Next]* [Last]* and [Cue] [x] to navigate?

2 + 3 At Enter

Update Enter

Blind Editing

Blind

Go to Blind? Note that the display background has changed as a reminder that you are in Blind* where the live output

of the desk is not affected* and edits happen immediately NrecordingEupdating not required or possible-?

Cue % is now the cue being edited Cue " is now the cue being edited

A is now at /5( in cue " - remember* no 

record or update is needed Nor even possible-?

" is now at Full in both cues % and "? This is because the Eos Family are tracking consoles - if a 

channel is at the same level in " cues in a row* and you change the level in the first one* it will 

track through to the second Nand on until a level change or a block is encountered-?

G is at Full in cue %* but has not tracked through to cue "* because of the [Cue Only]

command - G is still at /G( in cue " Nand is shown in green as it is move instruction

to a lower level-?

Last Next

4 At 5 Enter
Cue % is now the cue being edited?

Last

2 At Full Enter

3 At Full Track
Q Only- Enter

* Prince is from Minnesota, a beautiful state in the north of the USA. Minnesota also has lots of grass and frequent blue skies, but few (if any) submarines.

Some Mnemonics



Groups 6

Groups
Groups on the Eos Family/ unlike some other lighting desks/ only contain a list of channels - they do not store levelsO 
Groups can largely be considered a selection tool - they are not a tool for referencingO

For example/ here are some Groups(

   Group X     Downlights                      
   Group Y     Breakup                           
   Group W     Backlight Scrollers           
   Group R     Specials                           
   Group 7     Cyclorama                     

As you can see/ there are no levels/ just channel numbersO

It is also important to know that Groups are used at selection-time onlyO If you later make changes to a Group/ it will
not affect existing CuesHSubsHother referencesO

Groups also store the order in which they are createdO This can be useful/ for example/ when using Groups in an
Effect or rig checkO For example/ you might have cool and warm FOH washes from LXXO You might want a few
different Groups to select them/ based on what you are trying to do(

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

L201 R02 L201 R02 L201 R02 L201 R02

Group RX   LXX Cool
Group RY   LXX Warm
Group RW   LXX RigChk
Group RR   LXX FlashHTrash

RX RW R7 R8
RY RR R6 R>
RX > R>
RX RW R7 R8 RY RR R6 R>

X > 6
XX > XR
YX > W7
8X > 8R
WX > R6

Target Groups
Although you can create pre-planned Groups as above/ sometimes it is useful to utilise 2Target Groups2O This simply
means that you can use an existing record target CCues/ Subs/ Palettes/ EffectsA as a temporary groupO

For example/ you might have a Submaster which contains sidelight/ but only shins and midsO Rather than typing in all
the channel numbers or going through and creating a new group to contain these channels/ you could use(

   [Group] [Sub] [3][6] [Enter]

This will give you all the channels in Submaster W6 as a selection for manual controlO

You could also use ranges(

   [Group] [Cue] [1][1] [Thru] [1][5] [Enter]

This will select all channels used Cabove zeroA in this range of cuesO Again/ this will be a selection - channels are
not driven to levelsO

TBT
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Load a virtual direct select in the lower left of the console display via 

Browser | Virtual Controls | Direct Select Module (Classic Layout)
You can also open a Direct Select in a tab for increased flexibilityU

Creating Groups

Enter Live modeU

3 Thru 6 Record Group 2 Enter

Group ( is recorded with channels 0 through %U Groups do not have 

associated levels9 they are simply channel selectorsU

Group Group
Open a group listU Group ( is probably

highlightedU Next

Moves to the previous and next item in the listU

Group ( is now highlighted

- 6 Enter
Channel % is removed from Group (U

+ 6 Enter
Channel % is added to Group (U

Group 2 5 Enter
Group (q is createdk but emptyU

1 1 Thru 1 4 Enter
Channels WW through W) are added to group (qU

Note
Label- Breakup Enter

Group (q is given a label of 6Breakup6U You can use either the on-screen or an external USB

keyboardU

Group 2 6 Enter
Group (% is createdk but emptyU

1 + 3 + 5 + 2 + 4 + 6 Enter
You now have a group with W-%k

but in the order as typedU

Last

Live

Using Groups with Direct Selects

Use the up and down keys to page through your groupsU Note the tiny numbers on the tiles which show you

where you arek as well as the Page indicator under the word GroupsU

When in the smaller mode 1(x(P4k Expand allows the set of targets in 

question 1Groups in this instance4 to take over all of the tilesU

Pressing Expand again returns

you to the previous viewU

Group W button is highlightedU Channels W 

through ( are selected in LiveU

Group ( button is highlightedU Channels W through % 

1Groups W and (4 are selected in LiveU 

Group W button stays greyk Group ( button is notU Only channels W and ( 1Group W4 are selectedU

Channels W through ( are set to %qMU 

Note that these are manual levelsU

Channels 0 through % 

are set to qPMUAt 6 5 Enter At 5 Enter

All manual changes are faded back to cue or background stateU

Fifty groups are now displayed on 

your Direct Select buttonsU

Select Groups Display is changed from WxqP to (x(P buttons or vice-versaU20/50

Expand Expand

Group
1

Group
2

Group
1

Group
1

Group
2

Clear Sneak Enter

Select Show
Flexi

Select This Flexi mode 1we,ll cover more in Tutorial T4 condenses the tiles to show only those with contentk

while leaving space to record the next target of each continguous set 1Group 0 in this case4U

LiveLive

Load channels to the direct selects to see how they behaveU Try recording a group using only the direct selects and

the [Record] key on the keypadU

40/100
Select

Groups

Note that buttons shown like 

this are within the Direct 

Selectk not on the keypadU

Load a Direct Select in a tabk this time selecting 6Fit to Screen6U Note that the number of buttons might change 

depending on the resolution of your displayU



Follow

Adding a follow to a cue tells the console to automatically run the next cue in the sequence after a set amount of 

timeP This is frequently used for9

     - Complex cue structures which would be difficult to callzrun accurately

     - There is a desire for uncalled cues to run to preset moving lights

     - A series of snap cues that should run evenly andzor predictably

     - To reduce the number of unnecessarily called cues

The Follow command is applied to the cue which is the triggerP In other wordsk if you want Cue 3 to follow on from

Cue jk you should put the Follow flag on Cue j9 

[Cue] [5] [Follow] [5] [Enter]

This will cause Cue 3 to automatically run j seconds after Cue j is triggeredP It is important to rememberk in the case 

of ,auto-follows, Hrun the next cue when this cue completes2 that if you change the time of the cuek you must also 

change the follow time9

[Cue] [5] [Time] [3] [Enter]     [Follow] [3] [Enter]

Hang

Hang is simlar to Followk except that the countdown begins from the completion of the flagged cueP For example9

[Cue] [5] [Hang] [2] [Enter]

will cause Cue 3 to run D seconds after Cue j has completed its fadeP

[Hang] [0] is frequently used when an ,auto-follow, is desired - no maths is required and if times are changed the

autofollow is still respectedP Note that negative hangs are also possible9

[Hang] [-] [1] [Enter] will run the next Cue one second before the flagged Cue has completedP

Link

Under normal circumstancesk a cue list will run its cues in orderP Link is used if you wish to change this order - for

example to ,link out, a section of the showP For examplek during rehearsalsk Peter Pan entered via a zipline over

the audienceP Nowk on opening nightk the HSE has determined that it would be better for him to walk in from 

DSRP You now want to jump directly from Cue RR to Cue R4k ignoring the intermediate cues9

[Cue] [3][3] {Link/Loop} [3][8] [Enter]

Nowk after Cue RR is runk Cue R4 is pending - RY through R8 are skippedP

Loop

Loop allows you to set a number of times to perform a linkP For examplek you may have a sequence of cues for a dance 

piece that repeats - Cues 3-7 repeat themselves R timesk then it should go on to Cue ESP You would put a link from 

Cue 7 to 3 with a Loop of D Hloop twice29

[Cue] [9] {Link/Loop} [6] {Link/Loop} {Link/Loop} [2] [Enter]

Cue ES is now the ,recovery cue, - the cue that plays when the linkzloop sequence is completeP Note9 If you do not 

want levels to track from Cue 7 into Cue 3k put an Assert flag on Cue 3P

Follow and Hang, Link and Loop 7
TBT
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Follow and Hang

Cue 3 Enter

Fw/Hg
S 2

Fw/Hg
S 2

Fw/Hg
S 2

Fw/Hg
S 2

Pressing [Live] puts you back 
in Live modeN

Our breakup pattern is brought to 7I1( and all other levels are
set to IN

A new cue( '( is recorded with a time of q secondsN

- and q are
taken to fullN

A new cue( 4( is recorded 
with a time of q secondsN

' and 4 are 
taken to fullN

A new cue( 5( is recorded 
with a time of q secondsN

5 and 6 are
taken to fullN

A new cue( 6( is recorded 
with a time of q secondsN

Cue ' is given a Follow time of q secondsN This means that upon execution of Cue '( a 
countdown of q seconds will begin and then the next Cue 64C will be automatically startedN

Cue q is faded in over 
- secondN

Cue ' is faded in over q seconds( and a Follow countdown
appears on the playback status displayN After q seconds( Cue 4 
is automatically startedN

Cue q is faded in over 5 seconds 6unless it is already 
the active cueCNLive Cue

Go To
2 Enter

Group 2 5 At 7 Dim
Rem

Enter

Record 3 Time 2 Enter

1 Thru 2 Full Full Record 4 Time 2 Enter

3 Thru 4 Full Full Record Time 2 EnterNext

5 Thru 6 Full Full Record Time 2 EnterNext

Cue 3 2 Enter

Cue
Go To

2 Enter GO

Cue ' no longer has a follow or hang time onto cue 4N Note that you can also use [Shift]&[Delay]
to insert a FollowN

Cue ' is given a Hang time of IN This means that upon completion of Cue '( 
the next Cue 64C will be triggered immediatelyN

Cue q is faded in over 
5 secondsN

Cue ' is faded in over q seconds( and a Hang countdown 
appears on the playback status displayN After q seconds( Cue 4 
is automatically startedN

Cue 3 0 Enter

Cue
Go To

2 Enter GO

Link and Loop

Link/Loop
S 4

Link/Loop
S 4

Link/Loop
S 4

SK
More

Cue 6 4 Enter

Cue 6 is linked to Cue 4N This means that after Cue 6 is run( Cue 4 will be the pending 
CueN

GO GO GO
Cues 4 through 6 are played backN In this situation( Cue 6 will link 
back to Cue 4 indefinitelyN

Clear Out
All channels go to IN

Record 7 Time 2 Enter
Cue 7( a blackout( is recorded with a time of q secondsN

Cue 6 2 Enter
Cue 6 is set to loop back to Cue 4 twiceN Note that this will result in the entire 
Cue 4-6 sequence playing back three times before moving onto the next Cue( 7N

Cue
Go To

3 Enter

Cue ' is
played backN GO ...

Press [Go] until the loop are completedN Note that the number of 
remaining loops is displayed in bracketsN Note( however( that levels 
from Cue 6 are tracking into Cue 4N

Cue 4 Assert Enter
Cue 4 is given an Assert flagN This will cause levels from Cue 6 
to no longer track when the loop is executedN

Cue
Go To

3 Enter

Cue ' is
played backN GO ...

Press [Go] until the loops are completedN Note that because Cue 4 is 
now asserted( Cue 65s levels no longer track into Cue 4 whilst 
loopingN

...
Cue

Go To
6 Enter

Cue 6 is played backN

Active
Select Last

Select
S1

Select Active

S4

Assert

&Shift



Channel Check
Channel Check is a mode of the desk which allows you to quickly set a level on a channel and then move onto the next 
patched channelz This is normally used for a rig check or %flash-around% to verify that channels are working prior to a 
performancez

[1] [At] [8] {Chan Check} [Enter] will bring Channel 9 to 86/z [Next] will bring N to 86/ and return Channel 9 to its 
background PcueLsub, levelz Only channels with an address assigned in Patch will be selected in Channel Check modez 
Pressing any key other than [Next] or [Last] will terminate Channel Check modez

Channel Check and Park 10

Park
Often: you wish to bring a Channel or Address to a level: but not have this level recorded into any record targets or
have live control of itz Some examples of when you might Park a channel rather than bring it up live:

- Setting the Houselights to N6/ during technical rehearsals
- Setting a channel to zero whilst a problem with the lantern is being resolved
- Performing a dimmer check from a clientLremote onstage during a notesLprogramming session
- Setting moving light power relays on for a performance
- Parking a faulty colour scroller to a non-obtrusive colour during a performance
- Parking a moving light out and at home until it can be reset during the interval

Channels andLor dimmers can be parked from Live directly: or from the Park displayz Channel Check mode is the 
default behaviour whilst in the Park displayz A proportional Park is also possiblez Setting [6] [At] [/] [9] [Enter] whilst 
in the Park display will cause channel 6 to play back at 96/ of its stored values in all cues andLor submastersz Note 
that the Park status is not loaded as part of a show by defaultz

TBT
10

Channel Check in Live

Pressing [Live] puts you back in Live modez

Channel 9 goes to Fullz

Channel N is selected: Channel 9 remains at Fullz

All manual channels are sneaked back to their background levelz Without a selection: [Sneak] assumes all
channels with manual valuesz

Channel 9 goes to fullz We are now in Channel Check mode: which is cancelled
by any key other than [Next] or [Last].

Channel N goes to full:
channel 9 returns to 6z

Channel F goes to full:
channel N returns to 6z

Channel N goes to full:
channel F returns to 6z

All channels are returned
to 6 - Channel Check 
mode is cancelledzz

Channels are faded out and the cuelist is reset to the beginningz

Live

Cue
Go To

0 Enter

1 At Full Enter

Next

Clear Sneak Enter

1 At Full Enter

Next Next Last Clear

More SK
Chan Check

S 5



Park

A new tab showing Parked channels and addresses is opened/ You can see that Channel L is parked at Full/

Channel I is now parked at 5-m/ This level is what will be output/

Channel I is shown at 7-m/ This level is what would be recorded or updated] but the light 
is still parked and output at 5-m/

The Park display is now active again/

Channel L is unparked )remember that [At] [Enter] means ,remove information,6/

Address )dimmer6 I6 is parked at Full/ As this dimmer is patched to Channel 6] we 
see that information as well/ Note that [Address] is also an EosGGio hard-key/

Channel L is now parked at full/ You will not see the FL in red] but instead a small P symbol 
in the tombstone/ In addition] you will see Parked Channels at the top of the screen] and 
the [Park] button LED will be lit in green/

1 At Full EnterPark

Park

2 At 5 Enter

Live 2 At 7 Enter

Park

At

At Enter1

2 6 At Full Enter

Park

Park

Park Enter
All channels are unparked/ Note that any parked addresses remain parked/

Enter

Address
S 1

Channel I is now set to the same value )5-m6 at which it is parked/ Note that this does not unpark 
the channel/2 From

Recall 5

Park

Park Enter

Park Enter EnterAddress
S 1 All addresses are also now unparked/



Sneak
Sneak allows you to restore a channel to its recorded3background state or define a new state1 typically with non-zero
timingH

With one or more channels selected1 [Sneak] [Enter] will return those channels to the current cue or sub level using 
the Sneak Time Ydefault of 5 seconds"H [Sneak] [2] [Enter] would do the same1 but over O seconds rather than 5H 
[At] [5] [Sneak] [Enter] would set the channelYs" to 5R% over 5 secondsH

With a clear command line Yno channels selected"1 [Sneak] [Enter] will restore all channels to their background levelH

Some examples of when you might use [Sneak] [Enter] rather than setting a level directly:

- You were asked to bring a channel to a level during programming1 but the designer says )No1 never mindH) Sneaking 
the channel rather than setting a hard zero ensures that tracking is maintained and that no changes are stored for that 
channelH

- You have changed the colour and level on a scrollerH It is decided to leave the colour as it was1 but at a lower levelH   
{Color} [Sneak] [Enter] will return to the original colour1 but maintain the level changeH

- You are in a dress rehearsal1 making last-minute changesH In order to not distract the actors or draw attention to the 
changes1 change the Sneak Time to UR in Setup1 and append [Sneak] to all changes - for   example1 [Group] [2] [At] 
[Full] [Sneak] [Enter]H

Submasters can also be SneakedH For example1 perhaps you wish to bring the Houselight submaster to Full over 3R 
seconds at the end of a performanceH Rather than doing this manually1 [Sub] [9] [At] [Full] [Sneak] [3] [0] [Enter] will 
fade the sub for youH

[Shift] & [Sneak] after a channel selection will remove the red manual colour from the channels so that they will not 
be included in an Update1 Record Only or Sneak operationH 

Sneak 11
TBT
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Sneak

Pressing [Live] puts you back in Live mode-

Channels EE through ED Wthe currently selected channelsw are sneaked back to their cue level of 7x,- 

This happens over ' seconds3 the default sneak time-

Channels EE through ED are raised to 8x,-

All manual channels are sneaked back to their cue level- Without a selection3 [Sneak] assumes all

channels with manual values-

Channels E through D are lowered to /x,-

Only channels G and D are sneaked- All other manual values remain at their current values-

Channels / is sneaked over Ex seconds- Note that you could use [Time] after Sneak - but 

it is assumed-

Channels E through D are sneaked to 9x, over / seconds-

All channels in the show except G are sneaked-

An error appears on the command line - you cannot set levels using a negative selection- This is to protect you from 

accidentally driving nearly all channels to a level-

With an unterminated command line Wsuch as ours which has an errorw3 [Undo] clears the entire command line but does not 

bring up the undo history-

Channels are faded out and the cuelist is reset to the beginning-

Submaster / is set to 'x,- On Eos9Gio3 you will see the motorised fader move3 assuming you

have a fader page with Sub / active- On a fader wing3 the LED flashes to indicate a mismatch-

Submaster / is sneaked to 8x, - this will behave as if the subAs fader has 

been moved to 8x, over G seconds- On Eos9Gio3 the fader handle will still

move to its end state in x time-

Submaster / is homed Wx, for additive subsw with a E second sneak-

The active channels from Cue / are sneaked onstage to become manual levels-

Cue 6 is faded in-

Channels E through 6 are lowered to 'x,- As always3 red indicates that these 

are manual values-

Channels EE through ED are raised to full-

All channels are again faded out-

Live

Cue
Go To

6 Enter

1 Thru 6 At 5 Enter

Group 2 5 At Full Enter

Sneak Enter

Group 2 5 At Enter8

Clear Sneak Enter

1 Thru 4 At 2 Enter

3 Thru 4 Sneak Enter

2 Sneak 1 0 Enter

1 Thru 4 At 9 EnterSneak 2

Clear - 3 Sneak Enter

At 4

Undo

Cue
Go To

0 Enter

Sub 2 At 5 Enter

Sub 2 At 8 Sneak Enter

Sub 2 Sneak Enter1Home

From
Recall

Cue 2 Sneak Enter

Sneak EnterClear

5

Sneak some channels- Sneak some Subs- Shift-Sneak some channels- 



Part Cues
Part cues are a tool that is used when you want to have multiple times on a single cue3 As we saw earlier4 you can
easily BsplitB the time on a cue4 meaning that channels moving higher use one time whilst those moving lower use
another3

If you need finer control4 Part cues are the answer3 Up to W6 parts can be created4 each with its own delay and time3
Channels in a cue are assigned to a part4 either in Live or Blind3

As an example4 you may have a cue that requires the sidelight to fade in over 9 seconds )we'll call that normalF4 the 
FOH to come in over 1 to pick up the beginning of the scene nicely4 a practical to wait )delayF for : seconds prior to a 
1-second fade4 and the breakup pattern to delay for 5 seconds )to allow a bit of flying scenery to clearF and then fade 
in over T seconds3

We can create the parts as/

Part     Delay   Time    Channels  
8          -            9           Sidelight 
W          -            1           FOH 
:          :           1           Practical 
1          5           T           Breakup    

Part Cues 12

6
8

  W
  :
  1
  S
  5
  9
  T
  Y
86
88
8W
8:
81

Time      Side     FOH      Prac     Brkup    

Part cues can also be used to create simple chases4 typically if the chase does not repeat/

Part     Delay    Time     Channels
8          -            8           8 
W          8           8           W
:          W           8           :
1          :           8           1
S          1           8           S
5          S           8           5

You will see later4 however4 that this is probably better achieved with an effect3

You might also use Part cues for/

- Applying different Focus-Color-Beam times to cues
- Delaying a single channel that is too BhotB on the set
- Creating a BgrowingB pool of light for a dance piece
- Creating a BwaveB colour change across scrollers
- Giving one channel a much longer fade out to highlight an actor before a blackout

TBT
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Recording Part Cues Live

The cue list is reset to the start'Cue
Go To

0 Enter

Delete Cue 1 Thru Enter Enter All cues are deleted'

Group 1 Thru 2 EnterAt 5 Downlights go to 5S2'

Record 1 Part 1 Time 4 Enter Cue N Part N is recorded with a time of 4 seconds'

Group 2 5 At Full Enter
Breakup goes to Full'

Record 2 Time 2 Enter Cue N Part I is recorded with a time of I seconds'Part Enter

7 2 At 7 Enter

The cue list is reset to the start' GO
Channels play back as defined by their part' All times and 
delays begin from the press of [Go]'

Live Go to Live mode'

Channel 7I goes to 7S2'

Record Part 3 Time 0 Delay 4 Enter
Cue N Part M is recorded with a time of S secondsE but 
with a 4 second delay'

BACK
STOP-

Enter

Parting Existing Cues in Blind

Cue Nbs levels are onstage 
as manual levels'

Out
A Blackout is created'

Record 2 Block Enter
Cue I is recorded as a Block cue'

From
Recall

Cue 1 Enter Record 3 Enter

Cue M is recorded - this
is a duplicate of Cue NE but 
with no parts'

Blind
Enter Blind mode to edit the current cue'

Change to Spreadsheet format to view multiple 
cues with fewer channels'. . .

Change to Show Channels Flexi'

1 Thru Part 2 Enter
Cue M Part I is created with channels NN-N4 in it' All 
other original Cue M channels are put into Part N'

Part 2 Time 2

11 4

Enter
Cue M Part I is given a time of I seconds'

7 2 Part 3
Cue M Part M is created with timing' 
Non-Part channels are shown in grey'Time 0 Delay 4 Enter

Live BACK
STOP-

GO In LiveE you see that Cue M now plays back identically to Cue N'

Active
Select

Flexi &

Format Format

Time 4

Enter

Enter

Show
S 3

Move some channels between partsE noticing how the text colours change' [At] [Enter] some channels in a Part to
see the results'



Introduction
The Eos-family are tracking lighting consolesO For some users this will be a new style of working9 so this tutorial aims to 
outline principles and techniques used with tracking consolesO

Computerised lighting consoles have been with us for roughly three decadesO In that time9 two distinct approaches 
have emerged within lighting console design'

Preset, State or Cue-Only desks  Alighting technicians tend to use these terms interchangeably - some would argue 
that these are all actually different9 but it is fine for our purposesO2 Classic examples include Strand Galaxy9 Strand 
Gemini9 and ETC ExpressWExpressionO Any 1-scene preset console is by definition also in this categoryO

Tracking desks Classic examples include Strand Light Palette DH9 ETC Obsession9 Whole Hog9 GrandMAO Any M-scene 
or (piano( console would fall into this categoryO

Neither approach is (right( or (wrong(- the requirements of specific users usually dictate which style of console is 
most appropriateO In general9 tracking is preferred when working with a large number of moving lights9 as it greatly 
eases management of non-intensity parametersO

Note' Wondering which category the Strand 5HH-series console fits into? The answer' Both: The 5HH-series was 
designed to succeed both the Light Palette DH Atracking2 and Galaxy Apreset2O It could be run in either mode by 
changing the cue tracking fieldO

Tracking 13

What is the Difference?
The key difference between a tracking console and a cue-only console occurs when we record a cue'

A tracking console records a cue by remembering the 
changes from the previous cue being recordedO Each cue 
therefore only contains values for levelsWparameters that 
are actually changing - these are often referred to as 
(move instructions(OThe example single-scene console 
below illustrates this'

A cue-only console records a cue by remembering 
the entire lighting stateO Each cue therefore contains a 
value for every intensityWattributeWparameter of each 
lightO The example 1-scene preset console below 
illustrates this'

Another difference is revealed when we play back a cue'

Cue-only consoles tend to run each cue as a cross-fade - all levels are faded on [Go] irrespective of whether they have 
a move instructionO Channels that are still fading from the previous cue take the new cue/s timeO
Tracking consoles tend to run each cue as a move-fade - only levels with a move instruction are faded on [Go]O 
Channels that are still fading from the previous cue continue in their original timeO

TBT
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Example
A lighting rig has groups configured for DownlightsN BreakupN Backlights and Special? Here is how the same cues 
would be recorded on a preset and tracking console:

Preset Desk:

Tracking Desk:

Both consoles will play the same lighting statesN but the tracking console has recorded far less data into each cue than 
the preset console? For exampleN cue ( contains a single change in level from cue j?2 - the DSL special coming on? 
The tracking desk reflects this small changeN whereas the preset desk has many redundant zeros? As you can imagineN 
this distinction becomes more and more important the larger the quantity and complexity of the channels?

Cue Time Down Breakup Back Special
0.5 5 20 40 Preset look for audience entrance
0.7 4 0 0 Blackout
1 2 70 Special DSL
2 3 40 40 0 Beginning of scene - breakup and backlight
3 2 40 Downlight in
4 2 0 End of scene - breakup and backlight only
5 1 0 20 70 Special on actor
6 2 0 0 Blackout
7 3 70 25 35 Full scene in
7.5 40 0 15 60 Scene downN special on dancer
8 4 0 0 Scene change with special on dancer
9 2 20 10 70 0 New scene - special on dancer out

Cue Time Down Breakup Back Special
0.5 5 20 0 40 0 Preset look for audience entrance
0.7 4 0 0 0 0 Blackout
1 2 0 0 0 70 Special DSL
2 3 0 40 40 0 Beginning of scene - breakup and backlight
3 2 40 40 40 0 Downlight in
4 2 0 40 40 0 End of scene - breakup and backlight only
5 1 0 0 20 70 Special on actor
6 2 0 0 0 0 Blackout
7 3 70 25 35 0 Full scene in
7.5 12 40 0 15 60 Scene downN special on dancer
8 4 0 0 0 Scene change with special on dancer
9 2 20 10 70 0 New scene - special on dancer out

60

12

Does This Distinction Matter?
Irrespective of whether we use a cue-only or tracking consoleN the recorded lighting states will look exactly the same? 
SoN if they look the sameN why are you being forced to listen to this propeller-head mumbo-jumbo? The answer is that 
it has crucial implications on how edits TupdatingN adding and deleting cuesz will affect the show?

On a preset deskN every change affects only that cue - the next cue always contains an entire lookN so will be replayed 
as it was originally recorded? On a tracking deskN changes track forward until a move instruction is encountered? This 
meansN for exampleN that if you were to change the backlight from 4j7 to 6j7 in cue ) on both the preset desk and 
tracking desk aboveN cue ) would obviously be changed on either deskN but the behaviour of cue O would differ? On 
the preset deskN the backlight would fade back to 4j7 Tit has this level storedzN but would stay at 6j7 on the tracking 
desk - there was no move instruction? IndeedN it would not change until cue % where it has a move instruction to go to 
)j7?Tracking is not an advanced function or method of working? The difference is largely in your way of thinking - in 
the above exampleN you wanted the backlight to be brighter in this sceneN and it now is?



Stopping Tracks

Although tracking is both quick and powerfulL you often want to ensure that tracks do not go too farN In generalL you 

want a channel to track for a scene at mostL often lessN FirstlyL remember that move instructions stop tracks by their 

very natureN

More to the pointL it is generally a good idea to set aside points in your cue list that stop any tracks from continuing 

past that cueN A classic example is a blackout or scene changeN Refer again to the example aboveN It would be wise to 

put a block on cue 5 so that any additions upstream do not accidently track into this blackoutN Our cue list with blocks 

-B flag: would look more like this -ignore the lower-case b for now::

Cue Time Down Breakup Back Special

0.5 5 20 40 Preset look for audience entrance

0.7 B 4 0 0 Blackout

1 2 70 Special DSL

2 3 40 40 0 Beginning of scene - breakup and backlight

3 2 40 Downlight in

4 2 0 End of scene - breakup and backlight only

5 1 0 20 70 Special on actor

6 B 2 0 0 Blackout

7 3 70 25 35 Full scene in

7.5 12 40 0 15 60 Scene downL special on dancer

8 b 4 0 0 Scene change with special on dancer

9 B 2 20 10 70 0 New scene - special on dancer out

You can see that the example shows a line above each blocked cueN This line does not appear on cue list - it is a 

visual representation for this example that changes to levels upstream that track forward will stop at this point and 

not affect further cuesN

Updating Cue Only

Although the Eos Family are tracking desksL it is still possible to easily make changes to a cue without tracking any

changes forwardN In this caseL any previously tracking levels in the next cue are converted to move instructionsN As an 

exampleL imagine that we want to add a bit of downlight to Cue CN When updating the cueL adding the [Cue Only]

command has an important difference:

Recording Cue Only

SimilarlyL insert a new cue CN] between Cues C and 1 -to bring in a bit of downlight after the special is up:N Recording 

this cue without or with [Cue Only] makes a big difference:

Update Cue 1 Update Cue 1 Cue Only

20 20

0 0

20 20

0

40 40

0 0

0.5

0.7

1

2

3

4

As you can seeL the existing -tracking: zero in Cue 1 is converted to a move instruction to zero in the case of a 

Cue-Only record operationN 



Partial Blocking

OftenS it is more appropriate to only block certain channels/ In our example aboveS we can see that a special comes up 

on a dancer in Cue 7/LS and this should stay up during an otherwise-dark scene change/ Very avant-garde/

We want to maintain the track between Cues 7/L and 8 for the dancer special to ensure that if we change the level to 

LT8 in cue 7/LS it stays at this lower level until it goes out/ At the same timeS we want to ensure that any changes or 

additions upstream Afor example bringing the breakup to FL8 in Cue 7/L( do not destroy the near-blackout/ In this caseS 

a partial block is used - all channels except the Special are blocked - in EosNIonS [-] [channel] [Block] [Enter]/ Note the 

lower-case b indicates this partial block/

It is worth noting that many programmers prefer to still block the entire cue and take the risk of the few channels not

tracking foward as far as they otherwise might/ This is down to experience and personal preference/

System- or Auto-Blocks

As a safety measureS the software will sometimes place blocks on channels for you/ These are referred to as system blocks or 

auto blocks/

One circumstance where this happens is when you match a level -upstream-/ For exampleS if you were to add downlight at 

3T8 in Cue FS the existing 3T8 in Cue 4 would be automatically blocked/ This is to ensure that your original intention is 

maintainedS and that modifying the level in Cue F does not affect Cues 4 and beyond without your intervention/

It isS howeverS common that you did indeed wish to -bring that in a cue earlier-S and do want this level to track/ It is a simple 

matter of removing this block in Cue 4 to now create a track from Cue F/ This is often done using the [At] [Enter] command - 

remove the block and therefore create a track/

In the Cue List IndexS you have a softkey which allows you to perform an Auto-Block Cleanup - remove all auto blocks for an 

entire cue list or for a range of cues/



Updating Cues in Tracking

Live

Group 3 At 6 Enter

Update Enter

Cue
Go To

2 Enter

Cue
Go To

4 Enter Group 1 At 2 Enter Update Enter

GO GO

Undo Page ▲ Enter Enter

Cue 6 Block Enter

Cue
Go To

4 Enter Group 1 At 2 Enter Update Enter

Cue 0 . 7 Block Enter

Cue
Go To

1 Group 1 At 2 Enter Update Enter

GO

Group 1

Update Enter

Group 1 At Enter

Cue 7 . 5 Enter

Group 3 At Enter

In Live6 go to cue YS Note that these cues are different to those you created and edited in prev-
ious tutorialsS Donbt panic! A masked programmer has made some changesS

Group B )backlight4 is changed from 7P3 to jP3S

Cue Y is updatedS The backlight was tracking forward from this cue at 7P36 but is now tracking at jP3 insteadS

Similar to above6 Group H )downlights4 are
set to YP3 and updated into cue 7S These
channels also trackS

Pressing [Go] twice takes you to Cue j6 which is should be a blackoutS However6 notice that the YP3
downlight level has tracked into this cue from the previous updateS Uh-ohS

Pressing [Undo] provides a list of your recent commands6 with the most recent at the bottom of the 
listS Press the [Page Up] button until the Update command is highlightedS You again have manual levelsS

Put a Block flag on Cue jS This will ensure that any tracking levels upstream do not affect this cueS

Again set the downlights to YP3 and update
them with trackingS

As Cue PSx is also a blackout6 it is a good idea to block it now to avoid trouble in
the futureS  

GO GO
[Go] to Cue jS Notice that at it is blocked6 the downlights now go out when they reach the blockS 
Note also that levels that are the same as the previous cue are now shown in white rather than purpleS

Add downlighting at YP3 to Cue H and 
updateS

Use [Go] to go to cue YS Oops6 we do not want downlights in this cue! This time6 rather than using [Undo]6 letbs 
just fix the problemS

Update this change 
into Cue YS 

The downlights are no longer onS

Giving the channels a level of [At] [Enter] removes the level1block and causes the levels from the 
previous cue )in this case6 P4 to track inS

Select Cue xSO for editingS
Use [Format] as required to 
view as a spreadsheetS

Give the backlights a level of [At][Enter]S This again will cause these channels to inherit their levels 
from the previous cueS As a result6 they are now tracking at BO3 rather than moving to HO3S

. . .Format Format

Enter

Out

Blind Blind
A double-hit of Blind ensure that you go to Blind in the same cue you are seeing in LiveS

Blind Blind Next

Note that this change does not affect Cue B6 as it has a move
instruction on Channels H-jS

Recording Cues in Tracking

Cue
Go To

1Live

7 3 At 7 Enter

Record 1 . 5 Time 2 Enter

GO

In Live6 go to cue HS

Set channel xB to xP3S

Record a new cue HSO with this levelS

Go into Cue YS Note that xB has tracked into this cueS Again6 you could fix this problem by simply setting it to zero6
but use [Undo] insteadS

Enter



Undo Page ▲ Enter Enter BACK
STOP- 7 3 At 7 Enter

Record 1 . 5 Time 2 EnterTrack
Q Only-

GO

Last Note
Label- Lara Enter

Undo recording Cue O?z and make

the level change again?

Record a new cue O?z with this level) but append the [Cue Only]

command? This will ensure that Cue / plays back as intended?

Again go into Cue /? Note that Sq has not tracked in? This change was recorded to Cue O?z) but into that cue only?

Label Cue O?z?
Last

Deleting Cues in Tracking

Blind Cue 2 Enter

Delete Cue Enter Enter

Next

Undo Page ▲ Enter Enter

Delete Cue Enter EnterTrack
Q Only-

Cue 1 Enter

Delete Cue Enter Enter

In Blind) select Cue / for editing?

Delete Cue /? You are now viewing Cue O?z?

Cue q is selected? Note that all of the formerly-tracking levels fthe breakup and backlightsY are now gone) and that channels 

S/ and Sq are now in the cue? Why? Cue / set these levels on and off respectively) but it has now been deleted? 

Undo the deletion of Cue /? PhewN

Again delete Cue /) but this time with the Cue Only modifier? This will cause tracks in Cue 

q to be converted to move instructions? As a result) the look is now preserved?

Cue O?z is selected for viewingPediting?

As Cue O?z only brings in a special that we have decided is no longer required) it is appropriate to

delete this cue to track? 

Last
You are again editing cue /?

Next
Note that Cue q contains move instructions to maintain its look before Cue / was deleted??

Use great care when deleting cues to track, as it can cause drastic changes to your show.

Use [At] [Enter] to remove the now-redundant 7blue zero7 in Cue q? This ! has no effect on playback -

you are only removing it from the list to keep the show looking tidy and to impress your boss?

Cue 3 Enter
Cue q is selected for viewingPediting?

7 3 At Enter

. 5

Practice updating and recording cues with and without tracking? Use Blind in Spreadsheet format to see what effect

updates will have on following cues?

Knowing when to use tracking and when to updatePrecord cue-only is an artN

Use [Format] as required to view Blind Channel ftombstoneY?. . .Format Format

+ +



Submasters
As you saw in earlier lessonsR Submasters allow you to have a collection of channels on a fader: Submaster levels
interact with cuesR by defaultR on a Highest-Takes-Precedence basis - the desk outputs the highest level between cues
and subs: Manual control from the keypad will still over-ride both:

Submasters can be created in Live or Submaster Blind mode: You can also use Update in Live or edit in Blind to 
apply changes to Submasters:

By defaultR Submasters have no timing associated - or ratherR they have a time of E seconds: This means that when
you press the bump button below a submaster"s faderR the sub will BflashB to Full for as long as you are holding 
thebump button Fthis is referred to as a dwell time of Manual(R and will return to zero in E seconds upon releasing the 
button:Remember that the faders are not submasters by default - they have to be assigned as such:

Submasters 15

Sub Timing
Submasters can be assigned three different times - an UpR a DwellR and a Down:

  Up:       The length of time for the sub to move to full upon execution
  Dwell:   The length of time for the sub to stay at full upon execution: A time of Manual indicates that it should
               stay at Full for as long as the bump button is held down: A time of Hold indicates that it should hold at
               Full until the bump button is pressed a second time:
  Down:   The length of time for the sub to return to zero For the current fader position(:

Exclusive Subs
Submasters can be set to Exclusive mode: This mode causes the contribution of this submaster to be ignored at the
time of recording: This is often used for BspecialB lights that you might want to have control ofR but not record unless
they are made manual: For exampleR you may put control of your house lightsR workersR bluesR music stands on subs
for ease of technical rehearsals and performancesR but not want them recorded into the cue stack:

Shielded Subs
Submasters can be set to have a priority of Shield: This priority will ensure that the submaster has control over its
channels at a higher priority than any other playback or even manual control FPark will still over-ride shielded SubsR
however(: On some other lighting desksR this is referred to as an Independent:

You can still plot levels that are under the control of a shielded Sub into Cues in Blind: These levels will not be played
backR howeverR until the Shield priority of the Sub is lifted:

Inhibitive Subs
Inhibitive subs are a tool used to disallow bringing channels to a level unless the BInhibB is removed: If an inhibitive
submaster contains a channel and that sub is at zeroR that channel will not be driven above zero: This works for any
levelR not just E:

Some examples of inhibitive sub usage:

  - Smoke and Haze inhib - especially useful during technical rehearsals to avoid filling the auditorium with smoke
  - FOH inhib - useful when bringing in the safety curtain to avoid showing how ropey the focus is
  - 5K blinders inhib - crowd-blinders are funR but also tend to blind actorsR LX crewR directorsR creative teams: 
  - Snow machinesR Glitter bombsR Kabuki dropsR trick tablesR magic effects - these would range from annoying to 
    dangerous if accidently run as part of a rig check: OftenR enabling these devices would be on instruction from the 
    show caller only:

TBT
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Recording Subs in Live

Live

Go to 
Live modeA

Record Sub 1 Note
Label- TopLX Enter

1 Thru Full Full
The toplight goes to FullA

Record a new submaster 2 with a label of YTopLXYA

Cue
Go To

Out Enter

Go to Cue Out returns the cuelist to the beginning and fades out all lightsA You want 
to ensure that any recording only includes the lights we are currently usingA

Sneak Enter

Bring
Sub 2
to 3:5A

Sub 1

Sneak the channels 
back to zeroA

ALoadK or
Load the sub to a faderA Note that Sub 2%s 
bump LED is now lit in greenA  )lso note the 
display above the sub faderA

6

Last
Select

Clear

Record 0 . 2 Enter
Note that the levels 
are recordedA Enter

YExclusiveY means 
Yexcluded from 
recordYA

Record 0 . 2 Enter
Note that the levels 
are not recordedAEnter Return Sub 2 to :A

orALoadK

Create and load three more subsH Sub -          22-27 at ,:5          Bkup
Sub 4          -2--3 at 3:5          Scrls
Sub 7          ,2-,7 at I:5          Spec

Shielded Subs

Blind Sub 1 0 Note
Label- Works Enter

) new Sub 2: is 
created with Chan-
nel -:: at FullA

Full Full

Sub

) priority of Shield means that these channels cannot be 
controlled by any other meansE including manual controlA 
The Exclusive flag is also automatically setA

Enter 2 00

Load submaster 
2: to a faderA

Live

Return to LiveA Note the 
YSY on channel -:: to 
indicate it is shieldedA

2 0 0 Full Full

Manual control has
no effect on a channel
that is ShieldedA

ALoadK/ALoadK /
Move Sub 2: to see 
the channel%s level
changeA

A10K

Priority
S 6

Priority
S 6

Enter

Creating Inhibitive Subs in Blind

A1K

Lower Sub 2%s faderA Little yellow YIY symbols
appear in the tombstoneE and the channel level
is scaled with the fader

Sub 1 Enter
Sub 2 is again given a mode of
Y)dditiveYE the normal modeAMode

S 1
Mode

S 1

Sub 1 EnterMode
S 1

Submaster Timing

Sub

Sub

Sub

2
A3K

A2K A2K

Enter Sub - now has a Hold flagA
Pressing Sub -%s bump button
latches the Sub to FullA

3 Time 2 Time 2 Time 2 Enter

The Sub bump now causes the sub to fade over -
seconds to FullE hold for -E then fades to zero over -A

A4K

4 Time 0 Time Time 2 Enter

Sub 7 will now flash to Full and fade to : over -
secondsA

Cue
Go To

Out Enter
)ll manual control and cues are removedA Reset all Subs to :A

Pressing the bump button again
returns the Sub to zeroA

0

Hold
S 5

Give Sub 7 a timing of Manual to see the resultsA Double hit [Sub] to bring up the list of submastersE and use 
[Thru] to select and make timingxmode changes to multiple subs at the same timeA

Exclusive
S 4

BACK
STOP-

Cue
Go To 0 . 2 Enter

Sub 2 is now given a mode of Inhibitive - when it is at :E it inhibits its associated channels from being used by playbacksE other subsE or 
manual controlA Note that the fader puts itself at full when it is made inhibitiveP this is to stop the creation of an inhibitive sub suddenly 
setting channels to zeroA On non-motorised fader wingsE the LED will flash to show that you need to bring the fader up manually to 
match its actual level k2::5z



Intensity Palettes
Intensity Palettes are a feature that allow you to create a SlookS once( and then easily re-use it many timesC This look 
can then easily be changed and this change will propagate through the cues in which it was already usedC

The name SPaletteS comes from a painterDs paletteC When the painter is setting out to mix the colours that will be 
used in the painting( it is much easier to create a palette with these colours pre-mixedC When she wants the orangey-
red used in the sunset( it doesnDt have to be mixed each time - she can simply use the pre-mixed colourC She may then 
choose to modify the mix on the canvasC

Unfortunately for the painter( once the paint is on the canvas( it no longer references the mix on the paletteC Eos-
family users have the clear advantage here - any changes to the base palette will be applied to the cues in which it is 
usedC As an example( you may have a row of PARs that focus as high backlightsC Due to varying distances( varying 
lamp age( and varying levels of filth on the gel( having all of the channels at the same level creates a rather unbalanced 
coverageC You can adjust levels to give a more balanced lookC

Once this balanced look is stored to an Intensity Palette( it can
be used in cues whenever a balanced wash is requiredC If a lamp is
changed( a gel is cleaned( or for whatever other reason a re-
balance is required( this can be done once and the palette updatedC
These new levels will now be applied in all of the cues that reference
that palette as wellC

It is also possible to use this Intensity Palette as a starting point but then modify the levels in the cueC These levels are 
now SabsoluteS and will not be affected if and when the Intensity Palette is modifiedC The {Make Absolute} softkey 
has the same effect - it causes the selected channels to no longer be a reference to a paletteC

Intensity Palettes 16

5521 5522 5523 5524 5525

75% 90% 60% 60% 70%

Update Setup Options
In the Setup menu( under Desk Settings( there are three options for UpdatingC

Update Mode allows you to determine whether Update operations will( by default( update changes back to the 
Palettes Yor Presets( as you will see in a later tutorialj used in a Cue/Sub( or result in absolute information Yhard 
numbersjC For the remainder of these tutorials( it is assumed that you have changed this mode to All( which will 
update changes back to palettes by defaultC

With the added power of Intensity Palettes there are some risksC When you use absolute data in a cue( you can be
reasonably sure that changes to that cue will not affect other non-tracking cuesC When you are using IPs( a bit more 
care is neededC If you modify a channel in a cue that is using an Intensity Palette Yor( as you will later see( any kind of 
palettej( updating that cue will update the palette as wellC This can of course be over-ridden on each Update 
operation( but it does require a greater attention to detailC 

Other Examples
Here are some other examples of when Intensity Palettes might be used:

Record your House Lights into an Intensity Palette labelled SHouseSC Use this palette in the stored cuesC If you now 
see SHouseS on the Live display in a cue that shouldnDt have the House Lights in( it is worth investigatingC
Similarly( the channel which rotates the mirrorball can use an Intensity Palette labelled SMBS for SOnSC This will 
make it very obvious when the ball is spinning( even if there are no lights on itC  
In a step-based Effect( you can assign a level for the step channels to go toC Using an Intensity Palette rather than a 
hard level allows you to have those channels at different levels than each otherC

TBT
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Update Mode

All

Break Nested

Enabled
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Enabled



Using Intensity Palettes in Live

2 1 Thru 2 5 At 8 Enter

2 1

Chn
 

*x
**
*,
*M
*'

Lev
 

B'
G'
B"
''
k"

Data

The wash chan-
nels in Cue q 
move to k"A)

Cue
Go To

9 Enter

Adjust channel *x with the wheel to even out the balance) Set channels *x-*' to the
levels shown to the right)

Record Palette
Int

1 Enter

The wash channels are recorded into an
Intensity Palette) The channels now show
IPx rather than their levels)

Update Enter
Cue q is updated to contain the wash at an IP rather than absolute levels)

Cue
Go To

7 Enter
This same IP is now manually applied 
to cue G

Press and hold [Data] to show the absolute
data behind the reference bthe IPS) Update Enter

Cue G is also updated to contain the cyc at an 
IP rather than absolute levels)

Adjust channel *x to B"A) Note the red oRo next to this new level)
This is a warning to you that this channel rwasr in a referencef but
you have applied a manual change)

At 6 Enter

Update Enter
Update Cue G) Note that channel *x is again showing IPxf not B")

Cue
Go To

9 Enter

Note that as the IP was updated previouslyf this new level of B" carries 
through to each and every cue where IPx is used)

2 2 At 6 Enter
Modify channel ** - again note red oRo next to the level)

Enter

Note that channel **js level of B" is now oabsoluteo - it no 
longer references IPx) The red oRo disappears as well) Update Enter

Cue q is updated with channel **
at B"A as absolute data) As a 
resultf no changes are made to IPx)

Data

2 1 Thru 2 5

2 1 Thru 2 5 Palette
Int

1 Enter

2 1

Live

Make Abs
S 2

21

60 RR

Using Intensity Palettes in Blind
Go to Blind) Note the double-hitting Blind will force a ore-synco 
to the active cue in the main playback)

Use [Format] as required to 
view as a spreadsheet)

Cue 3 Enter

Cue , is selected
for editing) Group 3 Palette

Int
1 Enter

The wash now uses IPx rather than B"A)

Level changes are immediately absolute in Blind - there 
is no worry about accidentally updating palettes as in Live) Palette

Int
1 Enter

The wash again uses 
IPx for Cue ,)

Format Format

At Enter7

Blind Blind

Editing Intensity Palettes in Blind
Double-hit Intensity Palette
to bring up a list)

All record target lists have an {Edit} option 
that will take you to that target in Blind)

2 3 At 7 Enter

As with any changes made in Blindf there is no need to update - the change is made
immedately) 

Again re-sync the active cue in Blind) Note again that the new level of G"A for channel *, can
be seen in this cue)

Live
Note that channel *, is still showing at B"A) Changes made in Blind to active Live channels do not
automatically refresh)

Cue
Go To

Enter
Note that channel *, is now fading bin the Go To Cue timeS to G"A)

Change to Summary
btombstoneS format)Edit

S 6 Format

Data

Data

Data

Palette
Int

Palette
Int

Blind Blind

In Live or Blindf create two IPs for a channel to go between " and Fullf with labels of oZeroo and oxxo) 

Now you can brag that your light goes to xx)

Update will, by default, update back to the original source - in this case, Intensity Palette 1.



Understanding LEDs

Patching and Controlling LEDs 19

Controlling LEDs

The newest technology in entertainment lighting is that of multi-coloured LED fixturesS LEDs are 
generally a lower-power device for the same amount of light output as a conventional fixtureS 
The simplest and most common multi-colour LED fixture is the Red-Green-Blue or RGB varietyS

The theory is that as RGB are primary coloursj the three colours can be combined to mix any 
desired colourS In practicej RGB LEDs have a very limited spectrum and as a result tend to 
perform poorly for less saturated and4or non-primary mixesS

Most LED fixtures are DMX-controlledj with one DMX channel for each colourS Many also contain a fourth channel
for an overall intensityS This ,virtual intensity, allows the user to mix colours as desired and then lower the intensity
without re-calculating the RGB levels "as these levels are what actually create the intensity(S In order to see light
outputj this intensity channel must be above zeroj just as if you were controlling a conventional channel with a colour
scrollerS

Many LED fixtures also contain ,macro, channels for use with lower-end
lighting desks that do not have the effect capabilities of the Eos familyS In some
casesj it may be easier to ignore these parametersS See an example LED DMX 
chart to the right and note that the ,Generic RGBI, profile in Eos only contains 
1 parametersS

Note that there are also many RGB LED fixtures that do not contain a
virtual intensityj only Redj Greenj and Blue LED controlS For these fixturesj
Eos and Ion still provide the virtual intensityj which operates under the same principle as above - you can mix the RGB
colours as desired and then adjust the overall intensityS On the console displayj the RGB parameters will still display
between N-FNN/ regardless of the intensityS

FabuColour 300
   

F   Red
O   Green
0   Blue
1   Dimmer
%   Colour Chase
2   Colour Fade
3   Random Strobe

Eos Generic RGBI
   

F   Red
O   Green
0   Blue
1   Intensity

Beyond RGB
{s discussed earlierj RGB LED fixtures do not generally provide a large enough spectrum for more subtle designsS
{s a resultj there are various solutionsj such as fixtures with the addition of a white LED "RGBW(j or the addition of 
an amber LED "RGB{(S

ETC has a range of LED luminaires called the Selador SeriesS These lights contain seven different colours in order to
,fill in the gaps, left by simpler technologiesS In additionj an intensity channel which is optimised to match that of a
tungsten light is providedS 

Hue and Saturation
{s modern lighting rigs now tend to contain a mixture of technologies for adding colour
"CMYj RGBj Selador x3j and gel scrollers(j The Eos family supports the use of Hue and
Saturation to select coloursS Hue and Saturation may not be defined parameters on
actual lightsj but it is an abstracted ,Rosetta Stone, to allow you to use one method of
colour selection and colour copying across multiple technologiesS

{s you can see in the diagram to the rightj Hue is a 02N° circle for ,Which Colour°, and
Saturation is a N-FNN/ level for ,How Much Colour°,S {s a resultj at N/ Saturation the
Hue is irrelevantS

{s some technologies fade better between colours in their native format "especially
Selador x3 fixtures(j a {Color Format} button is provided - this simply ensures that
record targets use the native mixing format of the luminaireS In additionj you can force
fades in native colour space in the Setup menuS

Sa
tu
ra
tio
n

Hue
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Patching Selador Desire LEDs

Controlling LEDs in Live

8 1 Thru 8 2

Channel M+ is patched at address M+ on universe +5
At 1 / 1 Enter

ETC
Selador

D40 Fire RGBDisplays Patch
S 3

8 1

Channel MV is patched at address +/+ on universe +5
At / 1 Enter8 2 1

8

3

Type

Fixtures with multiple modes are shown in blue- to indicate a further layer of information5 For example- the physical device

in this case is a D9I Fire- which has been put into RGB mode by the user5 Clicking on the fixtures shows you the available modes5

Patch the remaining LED fixtures in the rigA

Channel

M/-M9

Y+-Y9

YN-YY

YH-YM

Type

Selador Desire D9I Ice

Selador Desire D9I Lustr:

Selador Desire D9I Vivid

Selador Desire D9I Vivid

Mode

RGB

Direct:Strobe

Direct:Strobe

Direct:Strobe

Address

+7U+- +7+V+

V79H+- +I addresses between

V7++- +I addresses between

+7VM+- +I addresses between

Channel M/- a Selador Ice- goes to Full5 Note that due to the intensity channel- there is no need to 

bring up the individual colours to full5

Go to the Color category if you are not

there already5 You should now see controls 

for Hue and Saturation5

Manipulate the Hue7Sat encoders to see 

the results5 Use [Home] to again

return Hue7Sat to I7I5

As in Tutorial +M- you have now directly selected Lee H+- and the Hue and Saturation are

changed appropriately5 Change to a few other colours and then use the Saturation

control to mix a very unsaturated blue tint5

From
Recall Y+-YM GSelador LustrsB recall the data from M/- and

go to Full in an unsaturated blue tint5

Manipulate the Hue encoder 

to see the subtle change in 

colour5 The Saturation is 

maintained5

Hue
Manipulate the Saturation 

encoder5 The Hue is maintained- 

but the colour becomes much

more saturated5

Saturation

2 1 3 Enter
Channel V+ Ga scrollerB is now in frame /5  Remember 

you can press the Encoder to post ,Scroller, with an Ion5

Copy To Enter

Channel V+Rs colour Ga lovely redB is copied to the Selador

luminaires5

Cue
Go To

0 Enter
Intensities are faded to zero- and the main cuelist is reset to the top5 Note that the manual colour changes

you have made are not changed - they simply show in grey5

Cue
Go To

Out Enter

Both intensities and NPs GNon-Intensity ParametersB are returned to their home value5 All cue lists will

also be returned to the top5

Live
Go to Live mode5

3 Lee
071

Scroller

Color

ColorColor

Displays Color Picker
S 2

8 3 Full Full

6 1 Thru 6 8 8 3 Enter

6 1 Thru 6 8

Full Full

At 3 / 5 Enter8 3 8
The Color Picker uses the same gel range shortcuts that we used

while making scroller rolls- so you can call up gel numbers from the

command line



Moving Lights

Patching Moving Lights 22

NP Parameters

)Moving Lights) is a generic term for luminaires that have more parameters than just intensity and colourY There is no
hard-and-fast rule: but generally any device with focus parameters Bwhere the light is pointingO is considered an MLY

Most MLs fit into one of two categories - )Moving Mirror) and )Moving Head)Y Moving Mirror 
fixtures Baka scannersO use a small mirror to direct the light output - the actual source is 
staticY These have the advantage of generally being very quick-movingY The dis-
advantage: and probably the reason that they are more and more rare: is that they 
are quite limited in their range - they can only point in a relatively small cone below 
where they are riggedY

Moving head devices are characterised by the fact that the entire light source Blamp: optics: 
colour-changing mechanisms: lens: etceteraO physically movesY 4s a result: they are slower 
to move than mirror-based fixtures but have a much greater rangeY Moving head fixtures
are much more likely to be found in a theatrical environment than scannersY

)Moving Lights) could legitimately be referred to as )Uuckets OA Parameters)Y Most moving lights have several
parameters: which the software categorises into different: well: categoriesY For example5

Focus Category
Pan
Tilt 

Color Category
~MY Mixing
~olour Wheels
~olour Temperature
   ~orrection

Beam Category
Frost
Gobo wheels
Zoom Mechanism
Framing Shutters
4nimation: etceteraYYY

Intensity Category
Intensity

Fixture Parameters
Each ML manufacturer decides how to map the !MX Bor network-based controlO channels for a fixtureY For example:
two different moving-head fixtures might use the following values5

DMX
Z'
I'
D
X
1
*'
ZG

Function
Pan
Tilt
Intensity
Zoom
Gobo Select
Gobo 4ngleWSpeed
Function

DMX
Z
S'
E'
X
1
*'
ZG

Function
Intensity
Tilt
Pan
4nimation
Macro
Gobo 4ngleWSpeed
Gobo Select

Superspot 250 Wonderbeam 700

The starred numbers above indicate that these are ZX-bit parameters - they actually use two !MX addresses togetherY 
This is common for any attribute that requires greater than SDD individual stepsY 4s an example: SDD steps is more than 
adequate for Zoom: but would cause problems if applied to Pan which has DEG degreesY Using two addresses together
gives SDD'SDD B~XD thousandO potential valuesY That should do it(

It would be very difficult to remember how each manufacturer has layed out their mappingY Fortunately: this is where
a consoleAs library comes into play - it is a list of manufacturers and fixture models that has this dataY You only need to
patch the fixture and the desk sorts out which !MX address Boffset from the defined start addressO should be adjusted
for: say: ZoomY

To further complicate things: however: many fixtures have many different modesY Not everyone is lucky enough to have
an Eos-family desk: and they may need to run the lights in *-bit mode: or without fan control: or without reset: etceteraY 
4lso: many fixtures have different options - a fixture may have either framing shutters or an iris - and this must be 
accounted for when it is patchedY 
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Patching Moving Lights

Remote Dimmers

Channel ASx is set to a type of 
ETC Revolution with the appropriate modules0

Channel ASx is patched to universe VxB addresses A*W-AIW 
(the DMX footprint of the deviceX0

Note that selection [/] is a shortcut to fill in the last-used universe0

Enter the Patch display0 Ensure that you are in By-Channel format0

At 1 / 2 6 3 Enter

Thru

/

Channel ASW is also now set to a  type of ETC Revolution from 
Favorites0

At / 2 0 1 Enter

Enter

Channels xb* through xxb are patched to A/AbxB but leaving a gap of Ab addresses between each fixture rather than the default 
footprint0 This allows for easier fixture/mode changes in the future0

At 2 2

5

ETC
Revolution

Wybron

Revolution
RWM/SM
Wybron

Martin
Mac 250
Entour

TypeType

Type

Type

Displays Patch
S 3

Manfctr

Favorites

Manfctr

Offset
S 5

RWM/SM2 4 1

2 4 3

01 6 1 1

02 1 01

0

Patch five Martin MAC AVb Wash (Standard modeX to channels xbx-xbVB with a starting address of A/xbx0 These also 
have an offset of Ab0

Channel xxV is set to a type of Vari)Lite VLxbbbTS0 
Because this fixture requires a remote dimmerB two parts 
are automatically createdB as with scrollers0

Channel xxV Part x (the device headX is patched to A/qx-Iq0

Channel xxV Part A (the remote dimmerX is patched to x/V0

/

5

Enter

/ Enter

At 2 7

Part 2 At

VariLite VL1000 TS
TypeType

Manfctr1 1

1

1 5

Inverting Pan and/or Tilt

Attributes
S 2

5
The encoder for the Pan attribute is now inverted0 This will make control of the 
pan more logical and also the same as the MAC moving lights0

Invert Pan
Enabled1 1

Lamp Controls

Live

Thru 1 1 0 Enter

About
The About display is opened in the CIA - this display will give you detailed information about whatever is selected0

The About display now shows details about Channel xbxB the first
channel in your selection0

Lamp
Controls

The [About] display contains built-in controls that send the appropriate 
control channel to the manufacturer-defined levels for various lamp and 
reset commands are shown0

Lamp On

The command to strike 
the discharge lamp is 
sent0Enter

01 1

S

SK
More

Add the following gobos to 
the VLxbbb (channel xxVXk

Open

Apollo 3240

Rosco 77722

Rosco 77787

Rosco 77614

Rosco 77616



Using Pan and Tilt Encoders

Recording New Focus Palettes

Editing Focus Palettes in Blind

Channel D-Dj a MAC SG- Washj is selected and brought 
to FullL Note that it is pointing straight downj sometimes 
called its bG-yG-b positionL

Full Full

Tilt Pan
First use the Tilt encoder to raise the light up to an approximate
angle to provide backlight for CharlieL Then use the Pan encoder
to finish the jobL In the Live channel displayj if you are in Table
format you should see the PanyTilt degrees onscreenL

Live

Focus Focus

Cue
Go To

Out Enter 01 1

Repeat this process with D-S - D-Gj using Tilt and then Pan to pick up CharlieL Use 
[channel] [Home] [Enter] if you find yourself lost or are unsure of your tilt orientationL

01 2 01 3

501 4 01

Thru01 1 01 5 Record

Palette
Focus

Palette
Focus

1 Note
Label- charlie

Enter1
A new Focus Palette is created with these
MLs pointing at CharlieL

Enter
This FP is now labelledL

charlie
1

Note that this FP is also available
on Direct Selects that are assigned
as type Focus PaletteLClear

Create Focus Palettes for the remainder of the characters xLaraj Marilyn and Nessiev for D-D-D-GL Going
[Home] between each Palette is good practiceL Test each palette when complete by using [Home] and 
then the FP direct selectL Don/t forget about [Next] and [Last]W Put D-D-D-G at -m when you/re doneL

Recording Into Existing Focus Palettes

Palette
Focus

Full Full
Tilt Pan Focus channel D-'j a MAC SG- Entourj at CharlieL These

profiles will act as specials for our figuresL

Last
Select

Record Enter1 Enter
Confirm

Channel D-' is added to FPDL Because FP D already existsj you must confirm 
any additions to the PaletteL Using [Select Last] or a keyed selection before 
recording a palette ensures that you only record the desired ChannelsL

01 6

Add Channels D-'-DD- into each PaletteL Don/t forget to use [Select Last] or a keyed channel selection
before [Record] to ensure that you only store the desired channelxsvL Again test each palette to ensure 
that all of the lights point at the same characterL

Palette
Focus

Record Enter5
You may not realise it nowj but it/s all gone horribly wrongW Because you did not 
provide a leading channel selectionj you have recorded D-D-DD- into FPGL Leave it
for nowj you can fix it later in BlindL

Full
Tilt Pan Focus channel DDG at the bottom of the cycL

Dim
Rem

Enter

Note
Label- cyc

11 5

Blind Palette
Focus

Enter5
You are now in a Blind editor for Focus Palette GL Remember that Blind edits happen immediately -
there is no need for [Update] or [Record]L

Thru01 1 11 0 EnterAt

D-D-DD- are removed from FPGL This is largely a house-
keeping exercise - it gets very confusing very quickly to have
data in a Palette that isn/t brightbL
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Absolute Effects

The Eos family software supports ' different types of Effects) Step-Basedx Absolutex and RelativeF

Step-Based Effects are the simplest of the threex and are created in a similar manner to those on many other lighting
control desksF Within the effectx you create a number of stepsF Each of these steps contains a list of channels and an
kOn Statek and kOff StatekF Individual steps can be given timing information as wellF

By defaultx the Effect will loopx and play each step in orderF When a given step is activex the associated channels will
go to the On Statex when it is not activex it will go to the Off StateF By defaultx these states are MGGO and GOx but this
can be easily changedF

In Live or Blindx you ktriggerk the Effect with the command [Recall From] [Effect] [x] [Enter]F Unlike many other lighting
desksx this does not trigger the Effect externally - the level generated by the effect is embedded in the Cue and 
recorded in the same manner as knormalk levels - for examplex [Record] [Cue] [x] [Enter]F This effect level will continue 
to track until it is given a stop command [channels] [Effect] [x] [Enter] or a new levelF

Absolute Effects contain a list of instructions which your Live selection will performF For examplex you might create
an Absolute Effect which sends selected channels between two Focus Palettesx or absolute levelsx or Color Palettesx
or really any other record targetF This list canx of coursex have a mixture of instructions - ie kGo to Charliex Fade to Fullx
move to Marilynx fade to Redx fade back to Bluex then snap to GkF

One of the great advantages of Absolute Effects is that because they do not have an embedded Channel listx you can 
recycle the same Effect with different channelsF For examplex you might write a fun disco effect and use itx in various
different cuesx over the MAC Wash lightsx the scrollersx the Cyc and any other set of channelsF It is often useful to
create a Preset to contain each end statex as Presets can contain all of the NPs as well as intensitiesF

Relative Effects
Relative Effects use a channel1s current information and allow you to provide offsets of a given shape and sizeF 

Relative Effects also have a Grouping function which allows you to define how many different groups should spread
themselves along the shape - the default grouping is kSpreadkx meaning one group for each channel that you selectF

Relative Effects are further categorised into Focusx Linear and ColorF

Focus Effects default to a Circle shape about the Pan and Tilt axisF Any shapex
howeverx can be drawnx and the XPY scaling can be modifiedF This type of Effect 
is the best option for drawing shapes about a given starting point - many of the 
built-in Effects 09GM and higher% are Focus EffectsF

Linear Effects default to a sinewave shape with Time on the X axis and Intensity on the YF Againx
any shape can be drawn instead of the sinewavex and any parameter or group of parameters can
be used instead of IntensityF Some common examples are Irisx Tiltx Panx Zoomx and ScrollerF The
Cycle Time will adjust the length of time between repeatsF

Color Effects also default to a Circle shape with Hue and Saturation on the axisF In its default
statex it will move a channel through the Hue spectrumx leaving saturation staticF Againx any
shape can be drawnx and the controls are largely the same as Focus and Linear EffectsF

PAN

TI
LT

PAN

TI
LT

TIME

IN
T

SAT

H
U
E

TBT
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Step-Based Effects

Live Cue
Go To

1 6 Enter Group 3 At 5 Enter Palette
Color

3 Enter
From the blackout8 put

the scrollers in red(

Effect Effect
Open a list of Effects( "'!-"!R are

built-in Effects you can use later( 1 Enter StepBased
You see a spreadsheet-style interface( This is where

you can define the steps8 levels8 timing8 etcetera(

1 Thru 5 Enter Page ►
Five steps

are created(

Channels 7!-73

are inserted8 one 

to each step(
2 1 Thru 2 5 Enter

Live From
Recall Effect 1 Enter

The effect plays in Live( Once it is playing8

changes to the Effect will happen immediately( Effect Effect
You are editing Effect

! again(

Cycle Time
2 Enter

The overall time to complete one pass of the Effect

is set to 7 seconds( Note that the step times have

been adjusted proportionally(

Cycle Time
1.5

You can also adjust the

cycle time on an encoder(

1 Thru 5 Enter 8 Page ► 1 Enter
The On and Off states are now x'g and !'g(

You could also change individual steps(

Attributes
Bounce

There are many other behaviours that you can change8 such as grouping8 random rate 5for which you

also give a [low] [Thru] [high] rangeL8 and duration options( Leave yours as created above(

Live Record 1 7 Note
Label- cylon attack Enter

Effect-generated levels are recorded into Cues in the same

manner as you2ve recorded throughout - with [Record]Y

Group 2 Full Full Record Next Note
Label- frack! Enter

Note that the Effect continues to track as you add

additional cues(

Group 3 Effect Enter
The Effect stops8 and 7!-73 return 

to their original value8 3'g( Out

7!-73 are Out( Note that you wouldn2t actually need to

stop the Effect with [Effect] [Enter] - a new level stops

Step-Based Effects automatically(

Record Next Block Assert Mark Note
Label- dbo Enter

This blackout is recorded and given 

the appropriate flags(Active
Select

Out

Step

Step On/Off

Intensity

Create a new step-based Effect 7 with four steps( Chase /!-/q8 snapping each light to /'g in with ' time and then 

fading out to 'g over 7 seconds( The entire sequence should take 4 seconds( This should be recorded as Cue 7' 

with a time of 7 seconds( Stop this effect in Cue 7!8 leaving the lights at 7'g( Create a blackout with flags as 

appropriate for Cue 77(

Remember that you still need to mark 7!-73 in Cue !/ as well(

Try changing the Entry)Exit times from TCue)SubT to set times to see the results(

Cue-Level Overrides

Live Cue
Go To 1 8 Enter

Effect ! is tracking from Cue !/( You want it to be a bit faster in the this Cue8 which is

where we find out that two of the four characters onstage are Cylons(

Effect
The CIA shows the Effect Status 

Display8 a list of all running Effects( 1 Enter
Effect ! is 

selected(

Rate
210

Effect ! is now playing faster8 at

7!'g of its stored cycle time(

Update Enter
This Cue-level override

is updated into Cue !x( BACK
STOP- GO

Note that Effect ! accelerates over 3 seconds8 the time

of Cue !x(

Create a new Cue 7'(3 which contains a Cue-level override for Effect 78 dropping its rate to q3g over 7 seconds(



Absolute Effects

Live Cue
Go To Kill all running effects from the last tutorialW Effect Effect Open the Effects ListW

Absolute
The Absolute spreadsheet is much smaller and simpler than the Step-Based oneW
Individual stages are called Actions rather than StepsW

2 Enter Page ►

Effect 1 Enter

Cycle Time
1

Group 3

Out

Action

Try out other settings for Grouping and TrailW Apply Effect )) to another set of channels in LiveW A single Absolute 
Effect can be applied to several sets of channels at onceW Note that any changes you make in the Effects List will
apply to any channels currently referencing that effectW If you want independent control over similar effects' you can 
make multiple copies using the [Copy To] command in the Effects ListW

Referencing Palettes

The Macs are struggling to physically reach each characterW Slow the effect down by increasing the cycle time' or
by using a Cue-level overrideW

1

Page ► Page ► 1 0 0 Enter
A second Action is created' with a value of )((W
The first ActionRs value is still (W

Live Cue
Go To ThatRs all thatRs required for a basic Absolute Effect' so back in live' bring up a base state for 

our effectW5 1

Effect 1 Enter1
We have achieved a very similar effect to our first Step-Based one' using far less
informationW This effect can also be reused on any group or selection of channelsW

Effect Effect Open the Effects List againW Halving the cycle time speeds up the effect as beforeW
Again' you could also use the Cycle Time encoderW

Grouping
2

Trail
Solo

Watch what happens on stage when you apply each of these settingsW
Rather than defining a set list of steps' Abolute Effects allow you to 
define how the Actions will be distributed over the channels used in the 
effectW

Live Cue
Go To

5 2
Above we set the value of each action to be a level' iWeW ( or )((W This is something any 
channel can relate to Pany channel with an intensity at least' which is most of themMW Values 
can also reference Palettes and PresetsW 

Effect Effect Open the Effects ListW Absolute Create a new Absolute EffectWEffect 1 Enter2

1 Enter Page ►Action Page ► Page ►Thru 4 Create F Actions and select the Level field for Action )W

Palette
Focus

1 Enter Focus Palette )Rs name' charlie' appears in the Level field PYou could also use a direct select for thisMW

Palette
Focus

2 Palette
Focus

3 Palette
Focus

4 Enter

The four Actions now have the first four Focus Palettes as their LevelsW If' in your excitement' you pressed the Page Down key 
instead of enter at the end' a Yth Action is insertedW To remove an Action' use [Effect] [12] [Action] [5] [Delete]W Note that this is 
backwards compared to the usual way of deleting thingsW  

Live Group 1 Effect 1 Enter21
The Mac VY( Washes perform the effect around the F
Focus PalettesW

Apply Effect )V to the Mac VY( EntoursW Note that as the effect only contains Focus information' youRll have to 
give them a level manuallyW 

Create a new Absolute Effect' using Color Palettes 4' Y' D and 2 as your levelsW Apply the effect to the Mac VY( 
Washes' the Cyc Seladors' the Dx(sW Anything that references those Color Palettes can join in' although the scrollers 
wonRt do a great jobW Time for an upgrade? Contact your local ETC sales representativeW

Page ▲

Page ▼ Page ▼ Page ▼

Enter

Enter

Enter

Enter



Relative Effects - Linear

Live Cue
Go To Kill all running effects from the last tutorialj Effect Effect Open the Effects Listj

Linear
Linear is the general category of Relative EffectsA allowing you to plot any parameter 
against timej The default is a sine wave on IntensityjEffect 2 Enter

Scale
5

Group 3

Out

Edit

Insert a new Focus Effect B5A apply it to the VLb))) and use the scale and axis functions to squash the default
circle so that it doesnqt hit the floor or spill off the top of the cyc

Create a new Linear Effect B%A clear the default shape and make a random flickerj Apply it to Group bA and adjust 
it to look like a mad scientist has put an axe through your dimmers 'ask your local ETC office for replacement optionsCj

Relative Effects - Focus

1

Live Cue
Go To

6 1

Effect 2 Enter1
Once againA weqve achieved a chase effect running across the scrollersj This timeA 
howeverA itqs a bit jjj underwhelmingj 

Effect Effect

Thatqs itA you now have a fully functional relative effectj 

Group 3 At 5 Enter Thatqs a bit betterj
Data Because the channelss had a level of ) when the effect 

was appliedA the channels are moving between BM0 
and -BM0 'ijej spending a lot of time at )Cj

0 The channels are now moving between ) and b))0j Much nicer2

Live Cue
Go To

6 1 Back to a blackoutj Effect Effect Open the Effects Listj

Focus The axes of the graph are now labelled Pan and Tiltj The default shape is a circlejEffect 2 Enter2

Live 1 1 5 Full Full Palette
Focus

5 Enter
The VLb))) is pointed at the cycj This will serve
as the centre for our focus effectj

Last
Select

Effect 2 Enter2 The VLb))) spins in a circlej

Effect Effect Clear
The default circle is clearedA and the 
graph area is now editablej

Using the touchscreen or mouseA
draw a shape to your liking 'an
amoeba is a popular choiceCj

Apply The VLb))) will do its best to reproduce your shapej

Relative Effects - Color

Live

Cue
Go To

6 2 Cyc Seldadors to Fullj Effect Effect Open the Effects Listj

Color
The axes of the graph are now labelled Hue and Saturationj AgainA the default shape is 
a circlej The results of this are harder to visualiseA so letqs apply it immediatelyjEffect 2 Enter5

Group 4 Effect 2 Enter5

Live

The cyc Seladors perform a lovely hue-saturation rainbowj

Displays Color Picker

S 2
While the fixtures are selectedA the color picker shows a visual representation of the effectj

Enter

Enter

Enter

Enter

Enter

Use your encoders to stretchA squeeze and rotate your shapej This can be useful to tweak an effect which is 
the right shapeA but is hitting a backcloth or audiencej
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Magic Sheets 
Magic Sheets is a tool that allows you to create a custom layout to display 
and to interact with your console functions in different ways.  

OPEN A NEW OR BLANK MAGIC SHEET 

Use Add-a-Tab (the {+} sign) 

[Displays] {Magic Sheet} [Enter]        

Click or touch “create a new Magic Sheet…” 

[Displays] {Magic Sheet} [1] [Enter]        

GETTING STARTED 
Clicking on the Edit button (>) on the right hand side of the magic sheet 
display will open the editing tools. 

QUICK SAVE 

Clicking on the {Quick Save} button allows you to save a restore point for the 
magic sheet you are working on. Once saved, a green check mark will 
temporarily appear next to the {Quick Save} button. 

NOTE: If no restore points are saved, [Undo] [Enter] will delete the magic 
sheet. 

https://youtu.be/0gjJIWu_jAo?list=PLl-Ao0hIFwH_3rduh0muZRZCHRCamPD6C
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SIMPLE TOOLS 

Click in the Object Library on the rectangle – 6th down on right side        

Drag and drop it on the worksheet 

 
• Green Handle for proportional stretch 
• Blue handles for edge stretch 
• White dot handle for rotate 
• Pink handles for individual point move 

OBJECT PROPERTIES 
COLOR PROPERTIES 
• Outline line weight 
• Outline color 
• Object fill color 

- Brightness (saturation) bar on right side 
- X is the no fill or clear. 

Select a line weight and a fill color         

TARGET ASSIGNMENT 
y Beam Palette y Channel (default) 
y Color Palette y Cue 
y Focus Palette y Effect 
y Intensity Palette y Group 
y Preset y Pixel Map 
y Submaster y Snapshot 
y Macro Magic Sheet y User 
y Console Button * 
y Zoom - when clicked, the view will zoom in to show all 

objects within that object’s group. 
y Selection - when clicked, all other objects within that object’s 

group will be selected. 
 

Make the target ‘Group’ and start at number 8        

FIELD SELECTION 

Up to six different fields of custom information can be displayed  
y Target ID y Fixture Type 
y Target Name y Label 
y Text 1-4 y Intensity 
y Intensity Bar y Color Swatch 
y Summary y Focus 
y Color y Beam 
y Status y Prev Move 
 y Next Move 

 
• Abc or Font icon - adjust the font type, size, color and style (bold, italic, 

underline)   
• Alignment icon  - position of the field  

 

Make Field 1 the Target Name and make Field 2 the Target ID   

The object might look something like the image to the right. 

MOUSE NAVIGATION TOOLS 

Use your mouse wheel  to zoom in and out   



 
25 Magic Sheets 

DISPLAY BEHAVIOR 

Determines how the magic Sheet tab interacts with display functions 

• Normal Display – takes focus like any Display Tab. 
• Channel Display – uses [Shift] & [Live] to navigate to the tab. 
• Control - will not take focus unless it is double-clicked. 

LIVE AND BLIND BACKGROUND SETTINGS 

You can select Live and Blind backgrounds for magic sheets. To select the 
background to be used when editing, check the {Use While Editing} box. 

• Solid – use Red, Green and Blue to select a color or click on the small 
square next to ‘Red’ to open a color picker, complete with saturation bar 
on the right. Note the X closes the color picker 

• Gradient – select top and bottom colors and display will scale between 
the two colors 

• Image -- click on the image icon to select a background image, set width, 
height and opacity, options for inverted or normal 
- Currently accepts image files: jpg, tif, bmp, png 

 

Select Gradient in the pull-down menu 

Choose a top color and a bottom color 

 

 

LET’S ADD SOME OTHER OBJECTS 

Click in the Object Library on the round rectangle – 6th down center       

Drag and drop it on the worksheet, stretch it out longer 

Make the target  Color Palette 1    

Make Field 1 the Target Name, font size to 20  

Make Field 2 the Target ID, font size to 20 

Make Field 3 the Label, font size to 25 

Make the fill color red     

CTRL+C  and  then CTRL+V twice 

Make the copies:  Color Palette 2 (Orange) and Color Palette 5 (Lt Blue)   

The magic sheet might look something like the image to the right. 

 

HOW IT WORKS IN LIVE 

Close the Editor  now in Live 

Click on Group 8 object.    [Full] [Enter] to bring cyc lights up 

Click on the Color Palette objects -  red, orange, lt. blue 
cyc changes color – also notice channel 
objects are changing color 

Roll down intensity wheel channel objects slowly fade to black. 
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Right click and hold  to pan or drag the display 

CTRL+C  and  CTRL+V to copy and paste 

Control and multiple clicks to select multiple objects 

Zoom out to have more room  

LAYOUT TOOL BAR 

On the Layout Toolbar, click on the Pointer 

Click on the Quick Layout Tool  (arrow with a plus sign)       

Target should be Channel and Start = 56, Increment = 1   

OBJECT LIBRARY 

Click on the Fixtures Library tab        

Select the Selador – 3rd down on right side        

On the workspace, click and drop 7 Seladors - preferably horizontally     

Click on the red Done icon when finished 

Back on Layout Toolbar, change back to Normal pointer  (simple arrow)       

ALIGNMENT  

Click and drag to select all the Selador fixtures 

Back on the Layout Toolbar, click on the Align tool  

Select Align Middle and then select Distribute Horizontally  

BACK TO OBJECT PROPERTIES 

Click on the Object Fill Color icon       

Click on both Link to Channel Color and Link to Channel Intensity  

 

IMAGE LIBRARY TAB 

Images can be imported into magic sheets for two different purposes: 
background images or as icons.  

• [Gobo] – a direct link to the console gobo library  
• Accepted image formats: .bmp, .gif, .ico, .jpg, .pbm, .pgm, .png, .ppm, 

.svg, .svgz, .tga, .tiff, .xbm, and .xpm.  
• The maximum image size allowed is 1920 x 1920 

 

Click in the Images Library   

Select your favorite gobo from the gobo library to add to the Image Library       

Click on it and add it to the Magic Sheet 

The magic sheet might look something like the image to the right. 
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